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manner, it can be proved of most of the domestic animals

and cultivated plants, that all the different races are

descendants of a single original wild species which has been

brought by man into a cultivated condition.

An example similar to that of the domestic pigeons is fur-

nished among mammals by our tame 'rabb'it. All zoologists,

without exception, have long considered it proved that all

its races and varieties are descended from the common wild

rabbit, that is, from a single primary species. And yet the

extreme forms of these races differ to such a degree from

one another, that every zoologist, if he met with them in a

wild state, would unhesitatingly designate them not only

as an entirely distinct "good species," but even as species

of entirely different genera of the Leporid family. Not

only does the colour, length of hair, and other qualities of

the fur of the different tame races of rabbits vary exceed

ingly, and form extremely broad contrasts, but, what is still

more important, the typical form of the skeleton and its

individual parts do so also, especially the form of the skull

and the jaw (which is f such importance in systematic

arrangement); further, the relative proportion of the length

of the ears, legs, etc. In all these respects the races of

tame rabbits avowedly differ from one another far more

than all the different forms of wild rabbits and hares which

are scattered over all the earth, and are the recognized

"good species" of the genus Lepus. And yet, in the face

of these clear facts, the opponents of the theory of develop

ment maintain that the wild species are not descended from

a common prototype, although they at once admit it in the

case of the tame races. With opponents who so intention

ally close their eyes against the clear light of truth, no

further dispute can be carried on.
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